Mechanism of generation and regulation of photopotential by bacteriorhodopsin in bimolecular lipid membrane.
Photoelectric properties of bacteriorhodopsin incorporated into a bimolecular lipid membrane were investigated with special regard to the mechanism of photoelectric field generation. It was shown that besides its proton pump and electric generator functions bacteriorhodopsin works as a possible molecular regulator of the light-induced membrane potential. When a bimolecular lipid membrane containing bacteriorhodopsin is continuously illuminated in its main visible absorption band, and afterwards by superimposed blue light matching the absorption band of the long-living photobleached bacteriorhodopsin (M412) as well, the latter either enhances or decreases the steady-state photoresponse, depending upon the intensity of the green light. Thus, the additional blue-light illumination tends to cause the resultant photoelectric membrane potential to become stabilized. Two alternative schemes are tentatively proposed for the photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin whereby blue light can control photovoltage generation. A kinetic model of the proton pump and the regulation of the photoelectric membrane potential is presented. This model fits all the experimental findings, even quantitatively. From the model some kinetic and physical parameters of this light-driven pump could be determined.